
 

 

 
Abstract—In a very simple form a Mobile Agent is an 

independent piece of code that has mobility and autonomy behavior. 
One of the main advantages of using Mobile Agent in a network is - 
it reduces network traffic load. In an, ad hoc network Mobile Agent 
can be used to protect the network by using agent based IDS or IPS. 
Besides, to deploy dynamic software in the network or to retrieve 
information from network nodes Mobile Agent can be useful. But in 
an ad hoc network the Mobile Agent itself needs some security. 
Security services should be guaranteed both for Mobile Agent and 
for Agent Server. In this paper to protect the Mobile Agent and 
Agent Server in an ad hoc network we have proposed a solution 
which is based on Threshold Cryptography, a new vibe in the 
cryptographic world where trust is distributed among multiple nodes 
in the network. 
 

Keywords—Ad hoc network, Mobile Agent, Security, Threats, 
Threshold Cryptography. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the introduction of wireless network and 
advancement of 802.11 protocols, the concept of 
wireless ad hoc network has been evolved from the 

necessity of having a mobile, dynamic and self-organized 
network where there will be no specialized nodes (i.e., routers 
to provide routing and packet forwarding service). The 
procedure to ensure security services in such network is a bit 
different from traditional wired or wireless networks and also 
not so trivial. Several methods have been developed in this 
arena. Among them the use of Mobile Agent has got a lot of 
attention among the security people. But mobile agent is also 
not out of threats. So security of mobile agent is important 
because security of mobile agent and security of the network 
that use mobile agent for security purposes are 
complementary.  

In this section, a brief discussion has been presented about 
the ad hoc network, threshold cryptography and mobile agent. 
In the next section some light have been shaded on different 
security issues and potential threats in a mobile agent system. 
Some researches have been conducted in the relevant field. 
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Those have been discussed in third section. Then we have 
presented our proposed model or solution. At last there is a 
conclusion included where some outcomes of the work and 
ideas of some future works have been discussed. 

A. Ad hoc Network 
‘Ad hoc’ is a Latin phrase. It means “for this purpose” [1]. 

And an ad hoc network is usually a small network (e.g., 
LAN), which is built spontaneously as wireless devices get 
connected with each other [2]. In an ad hoc network there is 
no concept of central dependency. So, there is no central 
router or server for providing routing decisions, network 
monitoring, analysis and management. Nodes in the network 
work together while taking and generating routing decisions. 
A frequently cited example of the usage of ad hoc network is 
– in military units for communicating through wireless 
devices in the battle field. In battle field there is hardly any 
chance to have a pre-established network infrastructure. Here 
ad hoc network provides flexibility, scalability, robustness and 
a cost-effective way of communication. Due to its alluring 
features ad hoc network has a great potential to be used in 
commercial applications like virtual classrooms or sensor 
networks, law enforcement, shopping mall, car parking etc 
[4], [8]. 

B. Mobile Agent 
A mobile agent is an independent piece of code with 

autonomy and mobility features [6]. A mobile agent can 
migrate from one host to another autonomously to resume its 
execution [5]. Here autonomy means to take decision and to 
execute an action without direct user or human interaction. 
One of the main advantages of using mobile agent is – it 
reduces network traffic load noticeably as it does not require 
any continuous connection or communication between the 
server and the client [7]. Besides, use of mobile agent makes 
access of remote resource more efficient and flexible. Agent 
can adapt dynamically to an environment and can operate in 
heterogeneous environments. It is robust and fault tolerant. 
Though origin of the term ‘Agent’ was in the field of 
‘Artificial Intelligence’, it has gained a lot of potential in the 
field of network monitoring, analysis and Intrusion 
Detection/Prevention System [6]. Besides these, the mobile 
agent can also be used for information retrieval, server 
configuration backup, dynamic software deployment etc [3]. 
The use of mobile agent, its life cycle, components and system 
architecture can found in more detail in [8]-[11]. 

C. Threshold Cryptography 
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Symmetric and Asymmetric Key Cryptography are the two 
most well known and widely used cryptographic mechanisms 
available today. In Symmetric Key Cryptography a common 
key is shared by two parties of communication for both 
encryption and decryption purpose [12]. The problem here is 
distributing or exchanging the key in a secured manner. For 
Asymmetric Key Cryptography there is no such problem. 
Here each party has a unique pair of keys: one public key and 
one corresponding private key. The public key is known by 
everybody but the private key is kept secret [13]. Certificate 
Authority (CA) issues certificate which is used to bind a 
public key to its owner and to protect the integrity of the 
public key. To verify the public key of the CA there is another 
top level CA and at the top of the chain there is a Root CA (a 
trusted party). But problems arise in a case like ad hoc 
network where there is no way to verify the certificate by the 
central trusted party (CA).  

Under these circumstances here rises the concept of 
Threshold Cryptography where trust is distributed among the 
network nodes. According to (n, t+1) threshold cryptography 
system, n entities share the ability to perform a cryptographic 
operation (e.g., creating a digital signature, sign certificate). 
t+1 entities can perform these operations collectively whereas 
it is not feasible for at most t entities to do so, even by secret 
agreement [4]. More detail on Threshold Cryptography is 
available in [4], [16].  

II. SECURITY ISSUES AND THREATS 
Security of mobile agent is essential in any mobile agent 

based application. Besides security of agent platform is also 
important. To discuss the security aspects of a mobile agent 
system we have considered the following security services: 
Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Authorization and 
Non-Repudiation. 

A. Confidentiality 
Confidentiality ensures that, data and code carried by an 

agent is not accessible by unauthorized parties (unauthorized 
agent or unauthorized agent server).  

B. Integrity  
Integrity guarantees that agent’s code and baggage cannot 

be altered or modified. 

C. Authentication 
 Authentication enables a mobile agent to verify its identity 

to an agent server as well as an agent server to a mobile agent. 
Without authenticity an attacker could masquerade an agent’s 
identity and could gain access to resources and sensitive 
information. 

D. Authorization 
 Authorization ensures that an agent can access the resource 

or information only those are allowed for it to access.  

E. Non-Repudiation 

 Non-repudiation assures that the agent-server or the mobile 
agent cannot repudiate the actions it has performed. 

Threats in a Mobile Agent system can be categorized as 
[11]: 
• Threats from mobile agent to agent server 
• Threats from agent server to mobile agent 
• Threats from mobile agent to mobile agent 

F. Threats from Mobile Agent to Agent server 
Potential threats from a mobile agent to an agent server can 

be listed as: illegal access to services and resources of agent 
server, steal or reveal of secret information from server, denial 
of service, damage of software and data, penetrate 
virus/worms and finally action repudiation [11]. 

G.  Threats from Agent server to Mobile Agent 
Similarly an agent might face some threats from an agent 

server those can be listed as: illegal access to mobile agent’s 
resources, steal code and valuable information carried by 
agent, reveal private or sensitive action performed by mobile 
agent, damage of code and baggage, execute agents code 
incorrectly, sending agent to unintended destination, cheat 
agent with false information and information or action 
repudiation [11]. 

H. Threats from Mobile Agent to Mobile Agent 
Finally an agent could face threats from another agent. 

These threats are stealing agent information, convey false 
information, render extra messages, accusing processor time, 
denial of service, information or action repudiation and 
unauthorized access [11]. 

III. RELATED WORK 
Many researches have been conducted regarding the 

security issues of Mobile Agent system. Some are to protect 
only the code and some are to protect the agent server. Few 
researches have been conducted about all the security aspects 
of mobile agent system in an ad hoc network. Some of the 
prime works is listed below:  

A. Secure Image Mechanism 
One way to provide security to mobile agent and to protect 

the partially processed data is to introduce a SIC (Secure 
Image Controller) in the system. When a Mobile Agent head 
towards an Agent Server it looks up the itinerary table to 
check whether the host is trusted or not. If the host is not 
trusted then the Mobile Agent goes to SIC (Secure Image 
Controller). SIC generates an image (a version) of the agent 
and sends the image to the untrusted host rather sending the 
original one. After completion of execution the agent image is 
compared with the original agent by the SIC. If the 
verification is failed SIC just drop the returned image of agent 
and use the original agent to complete the rest of the task [5]. 
Advantage of this method is, in this way an agent can be sent 
to an untrusted host and verify it. By using SIM 
eavesdropping and alteration attack can be prevented. But 
there is no solution to protect the agent server from malicious 
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agents. There is also no solution for Authorization, Access 
Control and Non-Repudiation service. 

B. Protecting Mobile Agent Through Tracing 

Geovanni Vigna has proposed a schema to detect any 
possible undesired modification of a roaming agent by any 
malicious site using cryptographic traces [14]. Cryptographic 
Traces are nothing but log or history of operations done by 
agent during its life time. An agent program is checked against 
an assumed history of the agent’s execution. The agent owner 
can check whether the agent has performed its tasks correctly 
or not from the log file. But in this method the agent system 
must maintain a large log file and special mechanisms are 
needed to reduce the log size. 

C. Partial Result Encapsulation 
In this procedure Symmetric Key Cryptography is used. 

Bennet Yee proposed this idea to protect the intermediate state 
of partial result of an agent after being executed on a server. 
When an agent moves from a host its state and result is 
encrypted with a symmetric key to produce MAC (Message 
Authentication Code) on the message. This authentication 
code is used to verify any types of modification of the agent’s 
partial result [15]. Problem of this method is to maintain and 
generate a large scale of symmetric keys. 

D. Sandboxing 
The main goal of sandboxing is to protect the agent 

platform from a malicious mobile agent. Typically a sandbox 
provides a controlled set of resources for a guest program to 
run.  While the guest program runs in the restricted 
environment its movement and activities are observed. If it 
does not show anything unusual and executes the tasks it 
supposed to do, then the program is considered safe for the 
actual environment and is allowed to execute there [6]. 

E. Signed Code 
This method provides a way to secure mobile agent using 

Digital Signature. This sign may be provided by either the 
creator of the agent or the owner or by some third party. 
Authenticity, Non-Repudiation and Integrity of an agent can 
be ensured by this technique. For Authorization and Access 
Control, Attribute Certificate can be associated with the 
signed code [6]. This method requires a CA (Certificate 
Authority). So it is not applicable for an ad hoc network 
where there is no central trusted party. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL/ ARCHITECTURE 
To describe our model we will take help of the following 

figure (Fig 1.) of an Ad hoc network. 
As we know that in an ad hoc network it is not possible to 

use a central server or a single point of trust, so trust should be 
distributed here among the available nodes. Distribution of 
trust in our proposed model is attained by using ‘Threshold 
Cryptography’. 

According to Threshold Cryptography to sign a certificate 
(for a service or server) there is a Master public/private key 
pair (Kpb / kpr) which is called the key pair of the Key 
Management Service. The master public key is known by all 
the Agent Servers and all nodes in the network trust any 
certificate signed by the master private key (kpr). 

 
Fig. 1. Mobile agent security in ad hoc network using threshold 

cryptography. 
 
This master private key is divided into n shares. Each 

server has one share of the private key (kpr). So S1, S2, 
S3…..Sn are the key shares for Agent-Server1 to Agent-
Server-n respectively. 

Each Agent-Server has its own public-private key pair. 
Each server knows public keys of all other Agent Servers. 

As our model is based on (n, t+1) cryptography, where n >= 
t+1, here in the network n number of servers shares the ability 
to sign digital certificate and generate the corresponding 
private key of the Master Public Key (Kpb). Any (t+1) servers 
can perform this operation jointly. Here, t is the threshold 
value for the network and the system can tolerate up to t 
compromised servers. 

An important use of Mobile Agent may be to collect data 
from a network. For example, in a meeting people may want 
to share real time data among them. Here we consider that, the 
people in the meeting have established an Ad hoc network to 
get connected. We also consider that communicating devices 
(i.e. Laptop) they are using have the ability to process an 
Agent code, means agent platform is installed there. Now, 
assume that person 1 (Agent Server 1) wants to gather some 
data from other members and has launched a mobile agent for 
that purpose. That agent will move from one agent server to 
another, collect data and at last return with the collected data 
to the agent server who launched it. 

The whole processing or workflow can be described by the 
following steps: 

1. At first Agent-Server1 launches a Mobile Agent. The 
agent traverses to Agent-Server2. Before launching the agent, 
Agent-Server1 calculates Message Integrity Code (MIC) of 
the agent code and digitally sign with its private key (k1pr). 
This digital signature provides authentication service. After 
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signing Agent-Server1 encrypt the package (agent code plus 
digital signature) by the master public key (kpb). This provides 
confidentiality service. 

2. Now when Agent-Server2 receives the full package it 
calculates the master private key by using its own partial share 
of the key with share of other t agent servers. After generating 
the key Agent-Server2 verifies it using Master Public Key 
(kpb). If any Agent Server is compromised and it provides 
incorrect key share then it will not be able to generate the 
correct private key (kpr). If it happens then Agent-Server2 tries 
another set of t+1 shares. This process continues until Agent-
Server2 gets the correct key. 

3. After having the master private key Agent-Server2 
decrypts the package which it has got from Agent-Server1. 
Then it verifies the signature of Agent-Server1 as it knows 
Agent-Server1’s public key (k1pb). Then Agent-Server2 
becomes ensured that the package is from Agent-Server1. 
Then Agent-Server2 calculates the MIC of Agent code and 
compare, thus check the integrity of the code. Then the 
Mobile Agent executes its operation on Agent-Server2. 

4. After finishing its execution on Agent-Server2 the 
Mobile Agent moves to Agent-Server3. But before that, 
Agent-Server2 calculates the MIC of the agent code, data and 
sign digitally with its private key (k2pr). Then encrypt the 
whole package with the master public key (kpb). 

5. This process repeats until the Mobile Agent finishes its 
tasks and return to the launcher agent server (Agent-Server1). 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
This paper provides a solution for securing mobile agent in 

an ad hoc network. We have used Threshold Cryptography in 
our model, because it provides solution to the problem of 
central certificate authority (CA) and trusted third party in 
PKI, by distributing trust among several network nodes. 
Though it is tough to provide 100% security in an ad hoc 
network, to detect and prevent vulnerabilities and intrusions, 
use of mobile agent can play a tremendous role. But mobile 
agent is not free from threats. Our model provides a way to 
secure not only mobile agent, but also the agent server and the 
agent platform. It provides prime security services like 
confidentiality, integrity, authenticity. According to threshold 
cryptography we have considered the value t as a threshold 
value for the ad hoc network. It means the system can tolerate 
up to t compromised servers. Here the point of trust is the 
consideration that - the compromised servers cannot generate 
correct private key of the Key Management Service and to 
sign certificate, because the compromised servers can generate 
maximum t partial signatures. But it will be possible only 
when the other servers in the network know about the 
compromise of those servers and then they will not co-operate 
those servers by providing their partial signatures. In our 
paper we have not discussed about the cryptographic schema 
used to generate shares of the Key Management Service’s 
private key. Also we have not discussed about the process of 
combining the partial signatures or the process to generate the 
private key of Key Management Service by t+1 servers. 

Besides these, how authorization and access control service 
will be provided has not been mentioned in this paper. Future 
research is needed to solve the issues. 
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